We propose a method to control electromagnetic (EM) radiations by holographic metasurfaces, including to producing multi-beam scanning in one dimension (1D) and two dimensions (2D) with the change of frequency. The metasurfaces are composed of subwavelength metallic patches on grounded dielectric substrate. We present a combined theory of holography and leaky wave to realize the multi-beam radiations by exciting the surface interference patterns, which are generated by interference between the excitation source and required radiation waves. As the frequency changes, we show that the main lobes of EM radiation beams could accomplish 1D or 2D scans regularly by using the proposed holographic metasurfaces shaped with different interference patterns. This is the first time to realize 2D scans of antennas by changing the frequency. Full-wave simulations and experimental results validate the proposed theory and confirm the corresponding physical phenomena.
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I
n recent years, it has been shown that extreme controls of electromagnetic (EM) waves can be achieved by using metasurfaces. Due to advantages of smaller physical space and less lossy structures than bulk metamaterial [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , metasurfaces have found great potential applications in both microwave and optical frequencies. Similar to metamaterials, the metasurfaces are also modeled as sub-wavelength textures and several analysis methods have been established. Typically, the surface impedance or effective surface refractive index can be calculated analytically using the transverse resonance approach 7 , from which surface-wave waveguides 8 and lenses [9] [10] [11] have been designed. To reduce the computational time in eigen-mode simulations, a fast method was presented to calculate the surface impedance efficiently 12 . Later, the printed-circuit tensor impedance surface 13 has been analyzed using the modified transverse resonance technique and idealized tensor impedance boundary condition. Another method to model metasurface or metafilm is the generalized sheet transition condition 14 , in which the small scatterers are characterized as electric and magnetic polarization densities. Based on this method, reflection and transmission coefficients of metafilms or metasurfaces have been obtained [15] [16] , promoting the study of meta-transmission arrays [17] [18] [19] . To control EM waves with more flexibility, the generalized Snell's law was proposed 20 by introducing the abrupt phases on the interface of the two media. Based on similar ideas, a gradient-index metasurface was presented to convert propagating waves to surface waves efficiently 21 and convert the circularly-polarized light to cross-polarized light 22, 23 . On the other hand, due to the low profile and low loss, metasurfaces have great advantages in the design of surface aperture antennas. Based on the original analysis of sinusoidally-modulated reactance surface 24 , the holographic antenna composed of surface impedance was proposed 25 , which shapes the monopole source as a pencil beam in the far-field region and changes the linearly-polarized source to circularly-polarized radiation by using anisotropic surface impedance units. Later, a spiral leaky-wave antenna 26 based on the modulated isotropic surface impedance implemented by corrugated dielectric or metallic patches on a grounded substrate can generate circularly polarized waves. Then the anisotropic tensor surface impedance formed by isotropic textures was used to realize circularly-polarized isoflux radiations 27 for space-to-ground data link applications in the X-band. In study of microwave imaging, a concept of metamaterial aperture has been presented for computational imaging [28] [29] , in which the random-aperture leaky-wave antennas composed of complementary electric-inductor-capacitor elements have been used to generate multi-beam radiation patterns. The metasurface antennas can also be tunable [30] [31] and conformal [32] [33] so that they are more functional and practical in many engineering applications.
In this work, we propose to control extreme EM radiations by using holographic metasurfaces, which can radiate multiple beams with the frequency sweeping in one dimension (1D) or two dimensions (2D) without using the complicated beam-forming network 34 and anisotropic structures [35] [36] . The proposed metasurfaces are composed of sub-wavelength quasi-periodic metallic patches on a grounded dielectric substrate, which can be shaped by mapping the variation of patch gaps to the surface impedance under the particular holographic interference. Once the interference pattern is recorded by the interference between reference waves and multi-beam radiations on the metasurface aperture, according to microwave holography theory, the metasurface excited by the reference waves generated by a monopole antenna can reproduce the multiple beams as we desire. We demonstrate that the radiation waves generated by the holographic metasurface can accomplish 2D scans regularly with the change of frequency, which has not been realized in the earlier holographic metasurfaces and leaky-wave antennas.
Results
Theory and analysis. The surface impedance is defined as the ratio of electric to magnetic fields near a surface. Hence, the perfectly electric conducting (PEC) and perfectly magnetic conducting (PMC) surfaces are physically zero-impedance and high-impedance surfaces, respectively. We can design a metasurface by forming quasi-periodic gradient distribution of surface impedance. According to microwave holography theory, the desired radiation beam can be produced by using a reference wave to excite holographic interferogram, which is generated by the interference between the reference wave and radiation wave. where X and M indicate the average value of surface impedance and the modulation depth, respectively, and ''*'' represents the conjugate operation. To build up the object wave (or radiation wave), we should use the reference wave to excite the interference pattern in determining (y
In our design, the basic unit of metasurface is a sub-wavelength metallic patch on a grounded substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . We extract the surface impedance of the metasurface via its dispersion curve. When the surface-wave vector k t passes through a unit cell, the phase difference across the unit is w 5 k t a, which can be acquired under eigen-mode simulations, where a is the period of the unit cell.
Then the surface refractive index is given as n 5 c/v t 5 k t c/v t , where c is the light speed in free space and v t is the surface angular frequency. Combining with the equation of surface impedance Z 5 jZ 0 k z /k of the transverse-magnetic (TM) modes, we obtain the relation between the unit phase difference and surface impedance as
where Z 0 is the impedance in free space. Therefore, once the unit phase difference is acquired through the eigen-mode simulation, we can calculate the surface impedance. The gap between square patches (see the orange area in Fig. 1(a) ) determines the value of surface impedance. When slowly varying the gap sizes to obtain different surface impedances, the structure is considered as quasi-periodic. From the nine dispersion curves with changing gap sizes shown in Fig. 1(b Then we determine the values of X and M as 197.5 and 36.5, respectively, from the simulated values of surface impedance. According to the holographic antenna theory, once the interference pattern is recorded by the interaction between reference wave and multi-beam radiation wave on the metasurface, we can reconstruct the multiple beams as we desire. We choose a monopole antenna placed in the center of metasurface to produce the reference wave, which is written as
where n is the effective surface refractive index and r is the distance from the origin to the surface radiation unit. For double-beam radiation, the object wave (i.e. the desired radiation wave) can be defined as y obj~e {jk 1r ze {jk 2r e {j(xk0 sin h1 cos w 1 zyk0 sin h1 sin w 1 ) ze {j(xk0 sin h2 cos w 2 zyk0 sin h2 sin w 2 ) ð6Þ in whichk 1 andk 2 are wave-number vectors of the two beams with the elevation and azimuth angles h 1/2 and w 1/2 , respectively, and r I is the 
in which the positive and negative exponential terms indicate the radiation waves propagating to the two sides of the normal direction on the metasurface. To obtain the double-beam radiation shaped by Eq. (7), the interferogram generated by Eq. (2) should be excited by the reference wave defined in Eq. (5). We will show later that the proposed holographic metasurface is equivalent to the 2D leaky-wave structure. To radiate EM waves more efficiently, we define the ''-1'' order leaky-wave radiation without other Floquet modes participating the interference by synthetically considering the unit design and radiation frequency. In fact, the forward and backward waves in leaky waves mean that the radiation directions are uniform and non-uniform with the propagation of surface waves. If we place the monopole antenna in the center of metasurface as excitation, the full-wave simulation results reveal that the leaky-wave (objectwave) radiation pattern may generate the sag like ''rabbit's ears'' in the far fields, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This phenomenon is caused by the slightly radiating deviation of forward and backward modes, which is attributed to the inaccuracy of effective surface refractive index that determines the distribution of surface currents. The surface currents excited by the monopole antenna will not be completely the same as the reference wave so that the forward and backward waves have different radiation directions, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) .
The optimization of surface refractive index n can avoid the ''rabbit's ear'' phenomenon by enforcing h 1 5 h 2 in Fig. 2(a) , but it is more complicated. Here, we present a side-feeding method, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The interferogram shaped by the holographic metasurface is generated by Eq. (2), which is combined with Eq. (4) to determine the relation to describe the gap size versus position on the metasurface. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the interferogram generated by the interference between double-beam radiation (Eq. (7)) and reference (Eq. (5)) waves at 17 GHz. Based on the full-wave simulations by commercial software, CST Microwave Studio, the reproduced waves are demonstrated in Fig. 3(c) . We also show that the double-beam radiations can make 1D scan with the change of frequency (16-18 GHz), as clearly observed in Figs. 3(b) -(d) .
To explain the phenomenon of frequency scanning by the 2D metasurface, we now show the equivalence of the holographic reproduction and ''-1''-order leaky-wave radiation. For simplicity, we analyze a single-beam radiation defined by Y obj 5 e 2jkxsin(h) , which will interference with reference wave Y ref 5 e 2jknx to generate the interferogram as
To obtain periodicity of the holographic distribution of surface impedance along the x direction, we define k 0 nx-k 0 x sin(h)5 2p, and the corresponding period is determined as
which can be rewritten as
The above result is exactly the same as that in the ''-1''-order leakywave radiation 12 . Here, h is the radiation direction of the holographic reproduction. It is obvious that the object wave can accomplish the beam scanning controlled by frequency, and the corresponding radiation direction is given as
where k9, n9 and h9 are the same as those in Eq. (8) 
Here, we assume that the sinusoidal phase distribution (Re(y Ã ref y obj )) of interferogram generated by the impedance units is approximately invariant by changing frequencies since the higher-and lower-impedance areas of the interferogram are fixed. Hence we only need to concern the object wave term in processing the holographic reproduction. If we excite the interferogram by reference wave defined as 
wherer,x andŷ are unit vectors. Hence the surface wave front is generated by the interference of two surface waves y 1~e {j(k 0 n 0 {k0n)r and y 2~e {jk0 sin (h)½x cos (Q)zy sin (Q) , and the phase of wave front in the x direction is written as
where Q is the angle between r and x directions. Thus, the x component of effective surface wave number at the particular frequency is
which is corresponding to the wave number of the ''-1'' order leakywave. Likewise, the y component of effective surface wave number at the particular frequency is
Thus, the amplitude and azimuth angle of the effective surface wave number are given as
As a consequence, the elevation angle of the main radiation direction is expressed as
According to Eq. (18), if we change the object wave as
; the interferogram is defined in the area of x.0 and y.0), in which ''1'' and ''2'' represent the backward and forward modes of leaky waves, we find that the azimuth angle of main radiation direction will be unchanged with frequencies under the circumstance of k 0 sx~k 0 sy , which can accomplish 1D scanning controlled by frequency, as shown in the simulation results in Fig. 3 . This method can be generalized to produce multi-beam radiations by recording interferograms in several subareas, each of which radiates a single beam. For instance, in four-beam radiations, the overall interferogram is generated by mirroring the metasurface pattern in the first quadrant to other quadrants. The object wave is then given as xv0,yw0 in which we determine Q 5 45u to satisfy the condition of k 0 sx~k 0 sy , and the azimuth angles of the desired four beams are 45u, 135u, 225u, and 315u, respectively. When we set h 5 45u, the corresponding interferograms and simulation results for forward and backward modes are presented in Figs. 4(a) and (b) . Although the feeding point is located in the center of the overall metasurface, for each radiation beam, it is the side feeding in the subarea. Hence the earlier ''rabbit's ears'' phenomena are avoided. From  Fig. 4 , we notice that the four-beam radiations in the backward mode are scanned in 1D direction with increasing elevation angles as the frequency becomes larger; while the four beams in the forward mode are scanned with decreasing elevation angles.
From Eq. (18) and ( Fig. 5 . We clearly observe that the four-beam radiation patterns are scanned in both azimuth and elevation directions as the operating frequency changes. The detailed scanning properties are summarized in Table 1 , from which we notice that the simulation results have good agreements to the theoretical analysis. The little deviation may be caused by the inaccuracy of effective surface refractive index and approximate condition of sinusoidal phase distribution under different frequencies. Compared to the conventional holographic leaky-wave radiations that can only accomplish 1D frequency scanning, the proposed method and holographic metasurface have greatly enhanced the capabilities to reach 2D frequency scanning.
Fabrication and Measurement. To validate the proposed method experimentally, we fabricate a sample of the holographic leaky-wave metasurface shown in Fig. 3 to show the frequency scanning properties of two beams. The sample of the double-beam metasurface has a dimension of 240 3 240 mm 2 , containing 6400 unit cells. In fabrication, we choose commercial printed circuit board (FR4) as the dielectric substrate and choose copper with tinning as the ground. The experimental setup in anechoic chamber to measure the far fields is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , and the measured far-field radiation patterns with the 1D frequency scanning in azimuth direction of the double-beam holographic metasurface are demonstrated in Fig. 6(b) . The detailed double-beam scanning parameters of the holographic metasurface from theoretical analysis, simulation and experimental results are presented in Table 2 . We clearly observe that the experimental results have good agreements to numerical simulation and theoretical predictions. We do not measure the four-beam radiations with 2D frequency scanning due to the much complicated experimental process based on our current measurement system, but the simulation results in Fig. 5 and Table 1 have verified the good performance to make extreme controls of EM radiations only by frequency.
Discussion
We proposed an efficient method to design holographic leaky-wave metasurfaces to perform complicated multi-beam radiations with frequency scanning. We presented two approaches to record the desired interferograms, one of which is recorded on the whole metasurface with side feeding, and the other of which is recorded on several subdomains of the metasurface with central feeding. According to theoretical analysis, the first approach can accomplish 1D frequency scanning, while the second can reach 1D and/or 2D frequency scanning. Numerical simulation and experiment results show that the radiation beam directions in the far fields can be coded by frequency instead of complicated feeding network. The proposed method has potential applications in the satellite communications and radar systems, and can be extended to the millimeter wave and THz regimes. Theoretical analysis  24u  38u  30u  30u  34u  22u  40u  14u  Simulation results  26u  38u  30u  29u  35u  22  39u  15u  Experimental results  25u  38u  30u  29u  37u  22  41u  14u www.nature.com/scientificreports SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6921 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06921
